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4. Principles of dynamic allocation of memory.

Static allocation is done during the processing of the declaration part of the program in compilation. Memory items are accessible by the name of declared variable.

Dynamic allocation is done during the run of the program. Memory is allocated by operation system, compiler, or other system on the basis of request originated during the running program. Memory space is accessible exclusively indirectly, by means of the pointer, which is the part of the static or dynamic structure.

Memory is for allocated items taken from the reserved space in the main memory until it is exhausted. If the reserved memory is exhausted, it causes the fatal error. Program is finished and the corrections of the size of reserved memory should be done.

Principles of dynamic allocation of memory (DAM) may be divided according to the behaviour of the  "dispose" operation into the systems with non-regeneration and with regeneration of the disposed space. The reserved space in the main memory is called "heap". 

4.1  System without regeneration.

DAM without regeneration allocates adjacent segments of memory in the reserved space sequentially until the space is exhausted. The allocated segments consist obviously of  two parts: overhead and used  parts.


Overhead
Value of dynamic variable      

                 ^
                 Pointer (address) returned by the new operation

While overhead contains the Boolean indicator free, and/or other control  information and it is not accessible to user, the other part represents  the space for value of dynamic variable.  Pointer returned is address of the "used" part. Mechanism DAM within regeneration uses the pointer 
"FreePtr" pointing to the free part of the heap. Statement new, returns the value of FreePtr and increases its value by the  length(overhead) +  length(used) and sets the indicator "Free" (in the overhead) to "false". 

   new(Ptr) =>   Ptr:=FreePtr;
               FreePtr:=FreePtr + length(allocated item)

Operation Dispose results in no regeneration. It changes indicator "Used" to value false only. The main and the only reason of this is to provide the diagnostic for not legal attempt to access not used (disposed) dynamic variable. The lack of such mechanism causes the non-predictable errors and it is difficult to find errors caused by incorrectly directed pointers. It is the good moral of the programmer to dispose all not used dynamic variables even if they don't regenerate the heap!

Mechanism without regeneration mostly enables "mass" regeneration of the contiguous part of the memory space by means of the operations "mark" and "release". Operation "Mark" saves the value of the FreePtr and operation  "Release" reassigns its value back. It is used mainly in the procedures 
working with the dynamic structures.

procedure DynStructProcess;
...
begin
   mark;  (* saving of the current state of the FreePtr *)
      ....
      (* creation and processing of the dynamic structure by means of 
         the new operation *)

      (* at the end of the procedure, created dynamic structure is not 
used any more; it may be destroyed and its space returned to the heap by 
the means of the "release" operation *)

   release;  (* making free of the all space, allocated in the procedure *)
end;


Mechanism DAM with the regeneration may be simply simulated my means of the array with the base type of the single dynamically allocated type and by means of the indexes. Index serves as the pointer. We don't use the "overhead" part of the allocated item.

DAM is taken as the data abstract type with the defined operations:  
	InitDAM, 
	NewDAM, DisposeDAM, 
	MarkDAM  
	ReleaseDAM. 


Implementation of DAM operations

type
  const HeapLength=100;
  TDAM = record
     FreePtr, MarkPtr: integer;
     ArrItem: array [1..HeapLenght] of TItem;
  end; (* record *)

var
  DAM:TDAM; (* global variable representing data part of DAM*)

procedure InitDAM;
(* Procedure sets the initiate values of the pointers. It should 
be called prior the other DAM operations *)

begin
  with DP do begin
    FreeAMPtr:=1;
  end
end;

procedure NewDAM(var Ptr:integer);
(* Procedure returns the index of the first free item of the array,
which will be the dynamically allocated space *)
begin
  with DAM do begin
    Ptr:=FreePtr;        (* Returned pointer - index to thr ArrItem *)
    FreePtr:=FreePtr+1;  (* Increasing of the pointer by the "length"
                            of allocated space *)
  end;
end;


procedure DisposeDPP(Ptr:integer);
(* This procedure is empty as we don't use the overhead part and the 
   indicator Free *)

begin
end;





procedure MarkDPP;
(* Procedure saves the current value of the FreePtr to MarkPtr *)

begin
  with DPP do begin
    MarkPtr:=FreePtr;
  end;
end;

procedure ReleaseDPP;
(* Procedure reset the saved valure of the FreePtr *)
begin
  with DPP do begin
    FreePtr:=MarkPtr;
  end
end;


This mechanism is very simple and reliable. New operation is fast.  Mechanism doesn't allow the individual regeneration of the heap by the dispose operation. It enables the economy usage of the space by means of the mark and release operations. Similar mechanisms are used in many not sophisticated applications and the above-mentioned simulated system may be used in the environments without DAM (Basic, Cobol, Fortran etc). While the simplified simulation system of DAM allocates the single type only (the items of the same length), the real system allows to allocate the memory items of different sizes. 

4.2  Dynamic allocation of the memory with regeneration.

The dispose which returns (regenerating) individually the space of the items with different sizes causes the problem of fragmentation and de-fragmentation of the heap memory space. Problem is caused by the fact that returned (freed) space, with adjacent not-free neighbours may have the size not sufficient for the request of following new operation. It is necessary to move all free spaces and create one contiguous space. This process is called "defragmentation".

4.2.1. Principles of DAM in contiguous addressed space

Initiating operation divides the space to overhead part, which contains the indicator Free and value of the Heap length and to working space with the length (length(Heap)-length(overhead)).
 
Mechanism New searches for the first segment which is free and in size equal or greater to requested size.  In searching, the mechanism goes sequentially through the whole contiguous address space (including not free - dynamically allocated items). By means of the value of the 
length, the move to next item is determined. If the item with the greater size is detected, it is split to two parts. Pointer to one is returned to the new operation and in both parts the value of the length is corrected. The indicator Free in returned part is set to false.

Mechanism Dispose, changes the free indicator to true. If one of the neighbour items is free too, the de-fragmentation process joints them into one contiguous space by means of the length information and addresses. The information on length of joined items should be actualised.

The above mentioned principle makes the time complexity of the algorithms less efficient.

4.2.2 Principle of DAM in address linked space.

Initializing operation creates the list of free segments each of which contains single item of the size of all reserved space. List may be double linked for easier insertion and deletion of items.

Operation new moves along the list and looks for the first item which is in size equal or greater than requested size. If the greater is found, it is divided to two parts: one part of requested size and the rest. The "overhead" information is actualized and the requested size is deleted from the list and the pointer to it is returned to "new" operation. The operation is faster than previous "new" operation, as it searches only in the list of free items. 

Operation "dispose" inserts the disposed segment into the list of free items. In the de-fragmentation process it goes through the whole list looking for the free "neighbours". It uses the information on the address and length to determine the free neighbour. If free neighbour is found, the both segments are joined, and "overhead" information is updated. The simulated and simplified system uses single type of allocated items. The problem of fragmentation and de-fragmentation is thus postponed.

This mechanism may be simulated in the simplified way by the list of the items of the same length (type). The heap is represented by the array of items. There is the second array, items of whose serve as links of the list.



type
  const
     LenhthOfHeap=100;
     NilDAM=0;  (* Zero value will serve as index for nil pointer *)
  TDAM = record
    StartPtr : integer;
    ArrOfItems: array [1..LenghtOfHea] of TItem;
    ArrOfLinks:array[1..LengthOfHeap] of integer; (* array of links *)
  end; (* record *)

var
  DAM:TDAM;

procedure InitDPP;
(* Procedure links all items to one list. StartPtr points to the first 
item. Link of the last item points to NilDAM (0). *)
var
  i:integer;
begin
  with DAM do begin
    for i:=1 to LengthOfHeap-1 do begin
      ArrOfLinks[i]:=i+1;           (* contiguous linking of the list items *)
      ArrOfLinks[LengthOfHeap]:=NilDAM;   (* setting the end of list *)
      StartPtr:=1;               (* setting of the beginning of te list *)
  end; (* for *)
end;

procedure NewDAM(var Ptr:integer);
begin
  with DAM do begin
    Ptr:=StartPtr;        (* returns te pointer to the first *)
    StartPtr:=ArrLinks[StartPtr]  (* Pointer to the first is pushed to 
                                     the next *)
  end
end;

procedure DisposeDAM(Ptr:integer);
begin
  with DAM do begin
    ArrOfLinks[Ptr]:=StartPtr;  (* Pointer to the disposed is set to 
                                   the actual first item *)
    StartPtr:=Ptr;          (* actualisation of the first *)
  end
end;


This mechanism is simple and very fast. It enables individual regeneration by means of the dispose operation. It is usable in simple applications in the environment not offering the real DAM system like basic, Fortran, Cobol etc. 

4.3 Using the system simulating  DAM.

We should use following transformation index notation for true pointer system: 

(* Suppose we are inside of the body of "with DAM do begin... end;" *)

 Real DAM                              Simulated or "user defined DAM" - UDAM

                                               notation with pointers with arrow     index notation
 Ptr is pointer                        PtrI is index
       nil                	 =>          NilDAM  (* const NilDAM=0 *) 
       Ptr                 	=>           PtrI
       Ptr^               	=>           ArrItem[PtrI]
       Ptr^.RPtr           	=>           ArrItem[PtrI].RPtr
       Ptr^.Rtr^.LPtr      =>           ArrItem[ArrItem[PtrI].RPtr].LPtr

Examples of using of both notations (DAM and UDAM) in the operation of deleting the item from double linked list.

type
  const
   NilUDAM=0; 
  TListPtr=^TList;         (* type pointer to list item *)

  TItem=record           (* type item *)
    data:char;
    LPtr,RPtr:TListPtr       (* left and right pointer  *)
  end;

  TList=record            (* type list *)
    Frst,Lst:TListPtr     (* pointers to the first and last item of the 
                              list *)
  end;


procedure deleteDAM(var L:TList; Ptr:TListPtr);
begin
  if Ptr<>nil then begin  (* is pointer to deleted not nil? ? *)
     if (Ptr=L.Frst) and (Ptr=L.Lst)
     then begin          (* deleted is the single item of the list *)
         L.Frst:=nil;  (* deletion oft single item *)
         L.Lst:=nil;
     end else begin
       if Ptr^.LPtr<>nil          (* is deleted the first? *)
       then Ptr^.RPtr^.LPtr:=Ptr^.LPtr   (* setting the left pointer of 
                                           the item right to deleted item 
                                           to the item to the left from 
                                           the deleted item *)
       else begin               (* deleted is the first *)
         Ptr^.RPtr^.LPtr:=nil;      (* setting the pointer of the 
                                       right neighbour to nil *)
         L.Frst:=Ptr^.RPtr    (* correction of the pointer pointing to 
                                 the first *) 
       end;
       if Ptr^.RPtr<>nil          (* is deleted the last one? ? *)
       then Ptr^.LPtr^.RPtr:=Ptr^lRPtr    (* setting the right pointer 
of the item left to deleted to the right item to the deleted *)
       else begin               (* deleted is the last one *)
         Ptr^.LPtr^.RPtr:=nil;     (* setting the pointer of the left 
                                      item to nil *)
         L.Lst:=Ptr^.LPtr    (* correction of the pointer pointing to the 
                                 last item  *)
       end;
       dispose(Ptr)       (* releasing of the deleted item *)
    end;
  end;
end;

UDAM with indexes and with ADT DAM

Example is comment-less. Comments would be the same like in the previous example.

"Field" means ArrayItem.

const
  NilUDAM=0;
type
  TListPtr=integer;

  TItem=recod
    data:char;
    LPtr,RPtr:TListPtr
  end;

  TList=record
    Frst,Lst:TListPtr
  end;


procedure deleteUDAM(var L:TList; Ptr:TListPtr);
begin
  with UDAM do begin
    if (Ptr=L.Frst) and (Ptr=L.Lst)
    then begin
       L.Frst:=NilUDAM;
       L.Lst:=NilUDAM;
    end else begin
      if Ptr<>NilUDAM then begin
        if Field.[Ptr].RPtr<>NilUDAM
        then Field[Field[Ptr].RPtr].LPtr:=Field[Ptr].LPtr
        else begin
          Field[Field[Ptr].RPtr].LPtr:=NilUDAM;
          L.Frst:=Field[Ptr].RPtr
        end;
        if Field[Ptr].LPtr<>NilUDAM
        then Field[Field[Ptr].LPtr].RPtr:=Field[Ptr].RPtr
        else begin
          Field[Field[Ptr].LPtr].RPtr:=NilUDAM;
          L.Lst:=Field[Ptr].LPtr
        end;
      end; (* if *)
    end; (* if *)
  end; (* with *)
end


See to the files slist.pas, dlist.pas and misclist.pas at the course web site.
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